A similarity measure for nonrigid volume registration with known joint distribution of a targeted tissue is developed to process tissue slide at the boundaries between the targeted and non-targeted tissues. Pre-segmentation of the targeted tissue is unnecessary. This measure is applied to registering volumes acquired at different time-phases in dynamic CT scans of the liver using contrast materials and can be derived for the case where only the joint distribution of the targeted tissue is known. The similarity measure is formulated as a likelihood by introducing a concept termed 'exclusivity condition' and embedded into a cost function for nonrigid registration to be combined with the smoothness term. In addition, a practical method for estimating the joint distribution of the liver from unregistered clinical CT data is described. We demonstrate experimentally that tissue slide is effectively processed by this proposed measure using simulated dynamic CT data generated from a software phantom and clinical CT data of eight patients. 
. Introduction
registration is tissue slide that occurs along the boundaries between the liver and other tissues. Tissue slide results in Dynamic contrast-enhanced CT scans are effective discontinuities in the 3D vector field, designated non-rigid means for hepatic disease diagnosis and surgical planning.
deformation (Rueckert et al., 1999 ; Lester and Aridge, In a dynamic CT scan operation, CT volumes are typically 1999). Previous attempts to deal with this problem require acquired at different time-phases but not necessarily within either pre-segmentation of the hepatic region (Chen et al., a single breath-hold. Hence, these volumes are not always 1999) or specification for possible locations of tissue slide registered between different time-phases due to the respirabefore registration (Wang and Staib, 2000) . However, tory movements. Their registration by post-processing is segmentation of the liver from CT data is a rather however highly desirable to (1) perform accurate correlacomplicated task (Schenk et al., 2000) , direct registration tion between different time-phases, (2) register more between raw CT volumes without segmentation is thereaccurately in 3D rendering of the liver, the portal / hepatic fore desirable in clinical practice. veins and tumors enhanced at different phases, and (3)
To process tissue slide without pre-segmentation, we estimate time-density curves at every voxel, which should have developed a similarity measure for volume registraeventually permit automatic cancer characterization (Cartion using known joint distribution. In the dynamic CT, the rillo et al., 2000) . tissue contrast during scans at different time-phases varies The present paper addresses non-rigid registration bewith the particular tissue involved. Thus, unlike crosstween volumes acquired at different time-phases of dycorrelation measure (Lemieux et al., 1998) , a similarity namic CT scans of the liver. An important issue in hepatic measure should also be able to cope with differences in contrast between volumes to be registered. Although mutual information (Bell and Sejnowski, 1995 ; Collignon entropy correlation coefficient: ECC (Pluim et al., 2000) ) is known to be useful as a similarity measure in such a case (Holden et al., 2000; Roche et al., 1999) , we employ known joint distribution of a targeted tissue, originally suggested by Leventon et al. (1998) and extended by Chung et al. (2002) . In our present study, we utilize the known joint distribution of the targeted tissue only rather than that of the entire volume in order to register solely the targeted tissue, for example the liver, while ignore nontargeted tissues. And we effectively overcome the tissue slide issue that is inevitable in registration of the abdominal domain. A notable feature of our measure is the simultaneous execution of both rough segmentation and registration of the targeted tissue using its known joint distribution, therefore any pre-segmentation or manual interaction is not needed to deal with tissue slide, an improvement from the reported methods (Chen et al., distribution P(i, j) estimated from training data sets, the 1999; Schenk et al., 2000) . maximum log likelihood transformation T is defined as
ML
The following of the paper describes the formulation of
(2) s s s ddd ML our similarity measure as a likelihood and its embedding x T into a nonrigid registration procedure to be combined with
In previous work by Leventon et al. (1998) , aimed at rigid the smoothness constraint (Section 2). The effectiveness of registration of the brain in two different MR scans, the the similarity measure for tissue slide is experimentally whole joint distribution with various anatomical structures demonstrated by using simulated dynamic CT data generin the brain is modeled by mixture of Gaussian and Parzen ated from a software phantom and clinical CT data of window models and estimated from correctly aligned patients (Section 3). The significance, advantages and training data sets. limitations of the similarity measure are discussed (Section 4), followed by future directions (Section 5).
.2. Similarity measure as likelihood
The present study is aimed at the application of nonrigid 2 . Methods registration of the liver at two different time-phases of dynamic contrast-enhanced abdominal CT data. The dif-2 .1. Registration based on joint intensity model ficulties of dealing with the liver in CT data as compared to the brain in MR data are summarized as follows. We assume that a pair of images represented as I(x) and
• In formulating a procedure of nonrigid registration, T J(x) is aligned correctly, where x 5 [x, y, z] . We define maximization of image similarity, which is defined as a the set of anatomical structures G 5 g , g , . . . ,g , and h j 1 2 n likelihood in the present study, acts as image constraint, assume that anatomical structure g (g [ G) appears with while the so-called 'smoothness constraint' is typically the intensity value i in the image I and j in the image J combined with it to stabilize the estimation of the with a joint probability P(i, jug ). We also define P(g ) be deformation field. Although the spatial variations of the the prior probability of g. Fig. 1 illustrates an example of deformation vector field within the liver can be asthe joint distribution.
sumed to be smooth, those at the boundaries between In the case of an unregistered pair of images I(x) and the liver and other tissues are often discontinuous due to J(x), which is assumed to be modeled by the joint tissue slide. The smoothness constraint shows unwanted distribution described above if aligned correctly, given a behaviors when it is applied across the boundaries hypothesis of registration transformation T(x) to align J along which discontinuities occur. with I, the likelihood can be calculated by
• There are large variations of the joint distribution among different patients in contrast-enhanced CT data P(I, JuT ) 5P P(I(x), J(T(x))) ( Fig. 2) and thus it is difficult to construct a general x [I model for the whole joint distribution with various Based on the joint distribution modeling described above, if the distributions of all other tissues g (where t ± 3) do t the likelihood maximization process tries to register within not overlap with the shaded area shown in Fig. 3 . Tissue g 3 the targeted tissue regions to make the joint histogram is not regarded as exclusive in Fig. 3(a) because the resemble the distribution model of the targeted tissue distributions of other tissues (g , g , g g ) are overlapped 4 5 6 8 estimated beforehand while it does not force to register for with the shaded area in Fig. 3(a) , while tissue g is 3 other non-targeted regions since any image constraint for regarded as exclusive in Fig. 3 
k where e and r are sufficiently close to 0 and 1, respectiveThe similarity measure is derived by defining P(i, juL), ly.
P(i, juO), P(L) and P(O) in the above likelihood.
We assume that the joint distribution of the targeted tissue, i.e. the liver (L), satisfies the exclusivity condition.
.2.1. Exclusivity condition
Although this condition may appear to be too rigorous to We introduce the exclusivity condition in order to ensure be satisfied in real term, when nonrigid registration is that boundaries between the targeted tissue and nonconsidered, it is unnecessary to satisfy the exclusivity targeted tissues in local regions are identified in both condition in the whole image since the likelihood calculaimages to be registered. If the boundaries in either of these tion (joint histogram evaluation) for nonrigid registration is images are not identified, finding the corresponding parts performed in each local area rather than in the whole image. Thus, the condition just needs to be satisfied in a local area, which is practically reasonable. Fig. 4 illustrates the local exclusivity condition. Assuming the joint distribution of the whole image shown in Fig. 4(b) , the expected joint histograms of local areas specified in Fig (x) . This means that image boundaries between the targeted and non-targeted tissue regions are detectable in both I(x) and J(x). The robustness against the violation of the exclusivity exclusive condition is experimentally examined in Section 3.
The methods for estimating (3) are as follows. Firstly, P(i, juL) is estimated from an unregistered pair of images for which nonrigid registration is performed. Secondly, P(i, juO) is derived so that P(i, juL) satisfies the exclusivity condition. Finally, P(L) and P(O) are estimated based on P(i, juL) and P(i, juO).
.2.2. Estimation of P(i,juL)
The joint distribution of a targeted tissue P(i, juL) needs to be obtained before the maximum likelihood registration. necessary for estimating the joint distribution from two area shown in Fig. 3 based on the projections P(iuL) and unregistered images to be registered. We assume that the P( juL) of P(i, juL) onto the i-axis and j-axis, respectively. joint distribution P(i, juL) is well approximated by the This is realized by subtracting back-projections of P(iuL) Gaussian function given by and P( juL) from the uniform distribution, after normalization of P(iuL) and P( juL).
Let G iuL and G juL be exp 2 (i 2i9) /2s and and S is covariance matrix. respectively. P i, juO is modeled as s d
A method for estimating the joint distribution of the liver region from unregistered two images at different 1
time-phases in dynamic contrast-enhanced CT scans of the S abdomen is established as follows. The field of view where (FOV) for abdominal CT scans is usually set based on the position of the spine. We set the volume of interest (VOI) S 5O 1 2 max G iuL , G juL .
h h s d s djj so that it would be mostly occupied by hepatic tissue (Fig. i, j 5(a)). In abdominal CT data acquired in our hospital (Osaka University Hospital, Japan), the position of the VOI 2 .2.4. Estimation of P(L) and P(O) can be fixed for each patient because the position of the The prior probabilities of tissue L and O basically liver relative to the spine is not greatly different in each depend on the ratio of their volumes. In nonrigid registra-] ] case. We estimate the averages (i, j) and covariance matrix tion, the prior probabilities should depend on the ratio of S of the joint probability distribution P i, juL of Eq. (3) rived from the known distribution of the target tissue does not become effective. In order to avoid the these situations, we assume that the maximum probability of P(L) ? P(i, juL) 2 .2.3. Modeling of P(i,juO) is equal to that of P(O) ? P (i, juO) . Based on the assumpThe joint distribution of non-targeted tissues P(i, juO) is tion, we obtain the constraint on a given by basically modeled as a uniform distribution in order not to provide any image constraint on the condition that max
should be modeled as uniform except for the shaded area shown in Fig. 3 . We model the distribution of the shaded From the above constraint, a is derived as scribed above into a cost function defined as Bartels, 1988 ) is employed for the operation F → F . In our experiments, the hierarchical grid consisted of three
h j similarity smooth levels, and the grid intervals were 42, 21 and 10.5 mm.
f [F where C (f) denotes the similarity measure term similarity defined as the likelihood described above, C (f) smooth 3 . Experiments denotes the smoothness term, and l is a weight parameter balancing the two terms. F denotes the parameters describ-3 .1. Simulation experiments ing the registration transform given by
3 .1.1. Synthesized data sets and evaluation methods We evaluated the above described method using synin which d(x; F) represents Free-form deformation (FFD) thesized CT images generated from a software phantom (Rueckert et al., 1999) described by B-splines, F denotes shown in Fig. 6 (a). The software phantom was designed to the whole set of the B-spline control points, and f (f [ simulate the dynamic contrast-enhanced CT scans of the F) denotes a subset of the control points involved in each abdomen. The CT values of organs and tissues in the local area.
phantom were set to be similar to those in real dynamic CT C (f) and C (f) are the similarity and similarity smooth image. Gaussian noise was added to the phantom data to smoothness terms (Wahba, 1990) Table 1 were used in the experiments for evaluating the robustness against the violation of the respectively, where V denotes a local area in which f exclusivity condition (shown in Fig. 10 ) only. The CT involves.
value shown in D was used for other experiments (shown In order to minimize Eq. (10), we use a steepest descend in Figs. 7-9). Synthesized CT images used for the algorithm (Maes et al., 1999) using a hierarchical grid. We experiments are shown in Fig. 6(b) . Geometric parameters successively refine the deformation field by using the used to generate the phantom are summarized in Table 2 . deformation field estimated on a coarse grid as an initial
We compared the proposed similarity measure with the field of the estimation procedure on its next finer grid. This entropy correlation coefficient (ECC), which is equivalent coarse-fine procedure is given by to normalized mutual information (NMI) (Pluim et al., 
≠C(F ) ]]] =C 5
The following two criteria for the evaluations were used: and V be that in registered post-contrast image J(T(x)). We registration processes and the true vectors. Let V be the J defined the difference of region shape E as liver region, and N be the number of voxels in region V.
region V
The difference of vector E was written as Fig. 7 shows the results of the simulation experiments. Our method was superior than ECC and NCC irrespective of l values in both evaluation criteria. In ECC and NCC, improved results were achieved when using small l. In (5) 200 (5) be forced only for the liver region (whose joint distribution C (Fat) 50 (5) 50 (5) is given by P(i, juL)) but not for the rib region. (5) 150 (5) region obtained using ECC, NCC, and our method. In
Image 1: pre-contrast image; image 2: post-contrast image.
subfigures (b), (c) and (d) of Fig. 8 , the direction of the color should be uniformly bright blue. While the middle of the liver region was estimated to be not moving (appeared gray) in ECC and large variation in color was observed in NCC. By contrast, the result using our measure showed uniformly bright blue, which was a highly accurate reflection of the actual movement. Fig. 9 shows overlaid displays of the estimated vector field and the cross-sectional images of both I(x) and J (T(x) ). In the xz-plane of Fig. 9(a) , the estimated vector field was not correct in the middle of the liver in ECC. In the xy-plane of Fig. 9(b) , an unwanted rotation component was observed in NCC. Both ECC and NCC did not estimate the vector field correctly. In Fig. 9(c) , the estimated vector field was approximately truthful inside the liver region using our method. However, it should be noted that registration was not performed in non-targeted tissues since our method did not force the image constraint to non-targeted tissues such as the ribs. Fig. 10 shows the results of evaluation for robustness against the violation of the exclusivity condition. We simulated several grades of the violation of the exclusivity condition for the targeted tissue (D9 in Table 1 ). By using the CT value shown in D9 of Table 1 , the exclusivity condition for the liver was violated substantially when CT value of D9 was set to 50 (which is the same CT value as the fat (C)) and the CT value was set to 70 (which is the same CT value as the vessel (E)). When the CT value was could barely be identified in Image 1 (pre-contrast) as shown in the right panel of Fig. 6(b) because the disvector was color-coded. The x direction was coded as red, tribution of both the liver and fat is the same. The y direction as green, and z direction as blue.
boundaries between the liver and fat regions were the most The magnitude of the vector was coded as brightness.
important indication for registration, and thus the results Bright color represents movement toward positive direcwere poor. In addition, when the CT value was set to 70, tion, and dark color toward negative direction. If tissue the results was inferior as compared with the other values does not move, tissue possessed the same color as the (80 and 60). Nevertheless, our method showed better background. In the software phantom, the liver region performance than ECC and NCC did except when the CT shifted along the positive z-direction between the two value of D9 was set to 50. time-phases. The vector field should therefore be uniform To perform nonrigid registration, approximately 40 min and had only positive z-direction component, and thus its were required for a pair of 25632563128 volumes irrespective to selection of similarity measures using Pentium IV (2.2 GHz).
.2. Experiments using clinical data

.2.1. CT data sets and evaluation method
Eight data sets of dynamic CT scans of the liver acquired at Osaka University Hospital (Suita, Osaka, Japan) and National Cancer Center (Tokyo, Japan) were used for performance evaluation. The imaging conditions are summarized in Table 3 . Each CT data set originally consisted of volumes at three or four different time-phases, of which two phases were registered. One was before the injection of the contrast material (pre-contrast) or the early arterial phase (when the effect of the contrast material is pre-contrast image I(x) and those in the registered postsmall); the other was the portal phase (when the effect of contrast image J(T(x)). Let p(x) be the contour in J(T(x)), contrast enhancement is large, i.e. post-contrast). Because and q(x) be the contour in I(x)). E was defined as the volumes at these two phases were not acquired in a contour single breath-hold, there was considerable deformation 1 between them due to respiratory movement.
matrix size was 512351231502200 (voxels).
To assess the quality of the registration, we used the where N is the number of voxels in p(x). In addition to
contours of the liver in both phase images extracted by an the evaluation of the registration error, we visually evaluexpert, and we defined the registration error E as the contour ated the acceptability of the estimated deformation field. average distance between the contours of the liver in 3 .2.2. Results  Fig. 11 shows the evaluation results for the eight data sets. The registration error was smaller in our measure than in ECC and NCC for all eight cases. While considerable improvement was observed in the NCC measure, little was observed in the ECC measure. Fig. 12 shows the deformation field. In this case, tissue slide between the ribs and the liver occurred. The liver shifted downward while the ribs on the left side shifted upward due to respiratory movement and the ribs on the right side remained steady. Since NCC forced to register both the ribs and the liver, the left part of the liver was affected by upward movement of the left ribs and the tissue in Fig. 13(b) because the joint distribution of the ribs targeted tissue in the FOV was roughly determined. We performed experiments in order to examine the sensitivity to inaccuracy of VOI setting using nine CT data sets. We added Gaussian noise (the standard deviation was ten pixels) to the center position and the size of VOI. The ] ] standard deviations of the estimated averages (i, j) described in Section 2.2.2 were less than three (HU), and we considered that these differences did not considerably affect the final result. We confirmed that the liver region inside the VOI was more than 50% of the entire VOI and the estimation was successful with all the data sets used in our experiments.
The method developed in the present study assumes that the targeted tissue satisfies the exclusivity condition. In nonrigid registration, this condition can only be satisfied in each local area, and considered that tissue boundaries are able to be identified in each of the two image to be registered. In the simulation experiments, we evaluated robustness against the violation of the exclusivity condition. Except the case in which the exclusivity condition was entirely violated, our method was reasonably effective in general even if the exclusivity condition was partially violated.
In our experiments, we used pre-contrast and postcontrast images (Fig. 12) . The intensities inside the liver were mostly constant in the pre-contrast image, while vessels inside the liver were enhanced in the post-contrast image. However, the intensity patterns caused by vessel enhancement in the post-contrast image did not provide image. Therefore, the boundaries of the liver were registered appropriately based on the similarity measure de-(bone tissue) was different from the known distribution scribed in the present study while the deformation field in and these tissues were not registered. the inner part of the liver was considered to be estimated mostly based on B-spline interpolation. One approach to address this problem would be the use of a biomechanical 4 . Discussion interpolation method rather than that of B-splines. With respect to this issue, Schnabel et al. (2001) suggested the For application to dynamic CT data of the liver, our evaluation using finite element method. measure showed superior results than ECC and NCC. We Potentially, the method established in the present study believe the reason is that the method can more effectively is equally useful for the lung. In movement analysis of the deal with tissue slide. Using our measure, the registration lung, tissue slide can occur between the lung and the ribs process does not try to register the entire volume but only as well due to the known difference between the rib those regions with the known joint distribution. It simply movement and the lung movement. ignores non-targeted tissues. Consequently, it is not affected by discontinuities in the deformation field occurring at the boundaries of two tissues. Although the rib boundary 5 . Conclusion was not well registered using our method, this should not be considered disadvantageous because the aim is to
We have developed a novel similarity measure for register the targeted (i.e. liver) tissue only.
volume registration when the joint distribution of a Our similarity measure assumes that the joint distributargeted tissue is known. Application of this measure to tion of the targeted tissue is known. One related issue is dynamic CT data sets of the liver confirms its effectiveness how this should be estimated. The method using histogram in dealing with tissue slide without the need for any analysis of the fixed VOI, explained in Section 2.2.1, was pre-segmentation or manual interaction. We have estabquite effective so long as the relative position of the lished additionally a method for estimating a good approxi- 
